Elementary Literacy
In Spring 2016, St. Vrain Valley Schools completed the two-year process of selecting a new keystone
curricular resource for elementary literacy instruction. Through selection and pilot processes
driven by classroom teachers - including input from community members as well as the biliteracy,
special education, and professional development offices - the district selected ReadyGen to aid
teachers in building effective holistic practices. This adoption represents a key shift and renewed
dedication within the district to help our youngest learners understand the connections between
reading and writing, while building the complex habits of thinking key to lifelong success.
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The ReadyGen resources provide students with authentic, integrated reading and writing experiences from the very
start of their lives as readers and writers. We are excited to put these new resources into the hands of students, teachers,
and families. Together with high-quality teaching practices, this represents yet another step forward in instructional
excellence within St. Vrain Schools.

